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The Idea of putting leadership related organizations In every high school has 

establish a great array of opportunity for young and aspiring students to 

become a good leader of their generation. Supreme Student Government is 

now a popular institution that later on became a great part of student’s 

academics. Being part of the said organization, it was an absolute 

opportunity for me. Students do look for someone to whom they could relate 

and could count on In terms of their 

Ideas, problems and academic needs Inside school premises. So, It became 

my responsibility to know and Identify every edge of the problem to be 

solved as a student leader. Yes, it wasn’t that easy for I am a student as well 

and I have to attend classes like an ordinary one to meet all the needed 

requirements to pass. But carrying a title of “ president” in the world of 

politics isn’t a Joke. You have to be vigilant in all your actions and words 

because one mistake could destroy one’s trust and hope. 

When you are a president of a prestige organization where big expectations 

awaits, you should know how to balance and perfect every aspect of 

yourself, the way you dress up properly, the way you speak in the public, 

and the hardest one, is to maintain an excellent standing in terms of 

academics. That has been a tough time for me, despite of the burning 

passion inside me; after all I’m Just human and not some kind of “ Einstein”. I

wanted to attend my everyday classes but the responsibility that was tied to 

me won’t let me. 

I should give priority to becoming a good leader and putting my fellow 

student’s welfare first than myself. And In my ease, I wasn’t a very intelligent
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Individual who could not attend classes and would still perfect an exam. I 

also have that kind of flaws. There are problems that I encounter during my 

term but I can say that all of it was worth facing because I conquered it all. 

And the good thing about ASS is that you are not alone in your Journey, there

you have your ASS adviser who would always remind you of good things that

would surely Inspire you. 

The students who have appreciated my efforts and don’t hesitate to 

approach and know me had become my strength In my battle. In spite of the

stress ND dark times, ASS has been great In molding students to become a 

more responsible individual. In my case I learn how to approach and get 

along with different people, I learn how to generate projects that will benefit 

school and student welfare. ASS is best training ground for those who felt in 

their heart that they love to lead and have the capacity to lead. 

Being part of that was a memory that will always remind me of the best part 

of my high school life. Effects of Student Government to Academics ay 

Transformational The idea of putting leadership related organizations in 

every IS now a popular institution that later on became a great part of 

student’s academics. Engine part of the said organization, it was an absolute

opportunity for me. Students do look for someone to whom they could relate 

and could count on in terms of their ideas, problems and academic needs 

inside school premises. 

So, it became my responsibility to know and identify every edge of the 

problem to be solved as a carrying a title of “ president” in the world of 

politics isn’t a Joke. You have to be digital in all your actions and words 
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because one mistake could destroy one’s trust Ursula, the way you dress up 

properly, the way you speak in the public, and the good leader and putting 

my fellow student’s welfare first than myself. 

And in my case, I wasn’t a very intelligent individual who could not attend 

classes and would still surely inspire you. The students who have 

appreciated my efforts and don’t hesitate to approach and know me had 

become my strength in my battle. In spite of the stress and dark times, ASS 

has been great in molding students to become a more Unlearn. Memory that 

will always remind me of the best part of my high school life. 
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